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Abstract.
In this paper we introduce new subclasses of the class of closeto-convex functions. We call a regular function yfz) an alpha-close-to-convex
function if (f(z)f'(z)/z) ¥= 0 for z in E and if for some nonnegative real
number a there exists a starlike function a>(z)= z + ■■• such that

Rer(1_a)cí£) + a(£ñf]>0
for z in E.
We have proved that all alpha-close-to-convex functions are close-toconvex and have obtained a few coefficient inequalities for a-close-to-convex
functions and an integral formula for constructing these functions.
Let ?a be the class of regular and normalised functions j(z) which satisfy
Re (f'(z) + <xzf"(z)) > 0 for z in E.f(z) e % gives Re/'(z) > 0 for z in E
provided Rea > 0. A sharp radius of uni valence of the class of functions fiz)
for which zf'(z) e 9tt has also been obtained.

1. Recently Mocanu [4] introduced the concept of alpha-starlike functions.
He called a function f\z) an a-starlike function if (f(z)f'(z)/z)
¥= 0 in
E = {z/\z\ < 1} and if for some real number a,

(1.1)

«.[(1-«)^

+ <l(,+í^)]>o

for z in E. It is shown in [5] that all a-starlike functions are starlike in E.
Moreover for a > 1, all a-starlike functions are convex in E.
In this note we shall introduce new subclasses of the class of close-to-convex
functions. We shall call f(z) = z + a2z2 + ■■■ an alpha-close-to-convex
function if (f(z)f'(z)/z)
¥= 0 in E and if for some nonnegative real number a
and for some starlike function <f>(z)= z + • • •,

for z in E. For a fixed a we denote by Ca the class of a-close-to-convex

functions.
In §2 we shall show that all a-close-to-convex functions are close-to-convex
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and Ca C Cß if a > ß > 0. It is interesting to note that Q, is the class of all
convex functions in E. In §3 we find an integral representation formula and a
few coefficient estimates for the class of a-close-to-convex functions. In §4 we
shall define subclasses of the class of functions whose derivative has positive
real part in E and study some of their properties.

2. To prove our main theorem we shall require the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let a > 0 and D(z) be a starlike function in the open unit disc E.

Let N(z) be analytic in E and N(0) = D(0) = 0 = N'(0) - 1 = D'(0) - 1.
Then Re(N(z)/D(z))

> 0 for z in E whenever

for z in E.
The above lemma includes as a particular case a well-known and widely
used lemma of Sakaguchi [10] which corresponds to the case a = 1.
Proof.

Let an analytic function io(z) be defined in E by

(2.2)

N(z)/D(z) = (1 - co(z))/(l + u(z)).

Evidently co(0) = 0, u(z) ¥= —1 for z in E. We shall now prove that |«(z)| < 1
for z in E. For if not, then by Jack's lemma [1] we could find f, |f | < 1, such

that |w(f)| = 1 and

(2.3)

MO = M£),

where k > 1.
We write

From (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), we have

m

l-iotf)

2aMO

i + "tt)

(l+uG:))2^)

H)

with |«(f) I = 1-Since

R'-4)_0

Rei + W(n-0'

ReJo(n -. 0

R^Dxn>

'

and <o(f)/(l + u(f )) is real and positive, therefore Rei//(f ) < 0. This contradicts the given hypotheses that Re(\p(z)) > 0 for z in E. Then (2.2) gives
Re (N(z)/D(z)) > 0 for z in E.
On choosing D(z) = <i>(z)and N(z) = zf'(z) in the above lemma, we arrive
at
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1. Let f(z) E Ca and a > 0. Then f(z) is close-to-convex in E.

Theorem 2. Let a > ß > 0. Then Ca C Cß.

Proof. If ß = 0, then Ca C C0, By Theorem 1. Let ß # 0 and/(z)

G C„.

Then there exists a starlike function 4>(z) such that (1.2) holds. Therefore by

Lemma 1,
(2.5)

Re (z/'(z)/</>(z))> 0

for z in E. From ( 1.2), (2.5) and the identity

we arrive at the desired result /(z) G Cß.

3. Theorem 3 (Integral

representation

formula). A function f\z) is in Ca

if and only if there exists a starlike function <i>(z)and a function P(z) which is
regular and has positive real part in E such that

(ll)

/,(z)
=¡ra*r womow*

where c = (1/a) — 1, a ^ 0. If a = 0, //ten

(3.1')

/'(*) = (<Kz)/z)P(z).

(Powers in (3.1) are meant as principal values.)
Proof. Let f(z) E Ca (a > 0). Then the quantity in brackets in (1.2)
equals a function P(z) with positive real part in E. Multiplying both sides of
this equality by a~l[<f>(z)]c(j>'(z)we obtain

(3.2) czf'(z)(<t>(z)r\'(z)

+ (<t>(z))c(zf'(z))'= (1 + cmz))cV(z)P(z).

The left-hand side of (3.2) is the exact differential of zf'(z)(<i>(z))c. Therefore
on integrating both sides of (3.2) with respect to z we obtain (3.1).
Conversely, if/(z) satisfies (3.1), then it is easy to see that/(z) G Ca.
On choosing </>(z)= z/(l - z)2 and P(z) = (1 + z)/(l - z) in (3.1), we
obtain the following function of Ca:

(3.3)

v

*;
(c = (1/a) - 1).

The function (3.3) will serve as an extremal function for the next theorem.
Theorem 4. Let f(z) = z + a2z2 + a3z3 + ■■■ be in Ca. Then we have the
sharp inequalities:
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(3.4)(i)

|a2|<(2

+ «)/(l+a),

(3.5)00

|fl3| < (9 + 23a + 6a2)/(3(l + a)(l + 2a)),

(3.6)(iii)

|a4| < (4 + 22a + 34a2 + 6a3)/((l + a)(l + 2a)(l + 3a)).

Proof. Let f(z) = z + a2z2 + ■■■ G Ca. Then there exists a starlike
function <f>(z)= z + b2z2 + • • • and a function P(z) = 1 + cl, z + c2z2
+ • • ■ with positive real part in E such that the quantity in brackets in (1.2)
equals P(z). Multiplying both sides of this equality with <p(z)«p'(^)and then
substituting power series expansions of f(z), <¡>(z)
and P(z) in it, we obtain

(1 - a)(z + 2a2z2 + 3a3z3 + ...)(1

+ 2Z>2z+ 3¿>3z2+ •••)

+a(z + b2z2 + 63z3 + • • -)(1 + 4a2z + 9a3z2 + 16a4z3 + • • •)
(3.7)

2
3
= (1 + c,z + c2z2 + •••)(*

2
3
+ b2z2 + è3z3 + •••)

4

•(1 +2¿>2z + 3¿>3z2+ 464z3 + •••)•
On comparing the coefficients of z2, z3 and z4 on both sides of (3.7), we
obtain

(3.8)

2(1 +a)a2 = (1 +a)b2 + c{,

(3.9)

3(1 + 2a)a3 = -Aa2b2 + (1 + 2a)¿>3+ 3¿>2c,+ 2b\ + c2,

and

4(1 + 3a)a4 = -(6 + 3a)a3Z>2+ (2a - 6)a2b3 + (3a - 4)64

(3.10)

+564 + 5b2b3 + (4è3 + 2b\)cx + 3¿>2c2+ c3.

Since Re (P(z)) > 0 for z in E, therefore [6]

(3.11)

\cn\ < 2,

n = 1,2, 3, ....

Again <|>(z)being starlike in E, its coefficients satisfy the following inequalities:

(3.12)

\bn\ < n,

n = 2,3, ...,

and
(3-13)

|¿3-(i¿22!<3-4)i,

if ju.< j. (3.12) is well known [6] and (3.13) is due to Keogh and Merkes [2].
On using (3.11) and (3.12), (3.8) gives (3.4). On substituting for a2 from (3.8)
in (3.9), the latter becomes

(3.14) 3(1 + a)(l + 2a)a3 = (1 + 3a)è2c, + (1 + a)(l + 2a)¿>3+ (1 + a)c2.
On using (3.11) and (3.12), we obtain (3.5) from (3.14). Now substitute for a2
and ¿z3from (3.8) and (3.9) respectively in (3.10). Then we arrive at
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4(1 + a)(l + 2a) (1 + 3a)a4 = (1 + a)(l + 2a)(l + 3a)64

(3.15)

+^1+^1+5a)h-(l+1i)(lt5a)^]
+62c2(l + a)(l + 5a) + c3(l + a)(l + 2a).

Notice that (a(l - a)/((l + 2a)(l + 5a))) < Vi. Therefore on using (3.11),
(3.12) and (3.13) in (3.15), we arrive at

4(1 + a)(l + 2a)(l + 3a)|a4| < 4(1 + a)(l + 2a)(l + 3a)

+2(1 + 2a)(l + 5a)[3 - 4a(l - a)/(l + 2a)(l + 5a)]
+4(1 + a)(l + 5a) +2(1 + a)(l + 2a).
On simplification, the above inequality reduces to (3.6).

Equality occurs in (3.4) to (3.6) îot f\z) given by (3.3).
It is evident that the above method cannot be easily employed for finding
bounds on higher coefficients.
4. Functions whose derivative has positive real part in the unit disc. Let <3a
denote the class of functions f(z) = z + a2 z2 + • • • which are regular in E
and satisfy the condition

(4.1)

Re (f'(z) + azf"(z)) > 0

for z in E. On putting a = 0, we obtain the class ÍF0of functions f\z) whose
derivative has positive real part in E.

Theorem 5. Let f(z) E % and Rea > 0. Then Re/'(z) > Oforz in E.
Proof. The proof follows on choosing N(z) = zf'(z) and D(z) = z in
Lemma 1.
It is easy to see that \ C ^ if a > ß > 0 and that for each fixed a > 0
the functions of the class % are uniformly bounded in E. If 0 < X < 1 and
f(z) and g(z) be in \, then F(z) = (1 - X)f(z) + Xg(z) is also in %. Functions
of the class % are obtained on taking the Hadamard product of the convex
function

(4.«

,(z) = iz.-,/./;^{

with /f/ P(t)dt, where P(z) is an arbitrary function with positive real part in E.
(For definition of / * g, the Hadamard product of /and g, see [9].)

5. In this section we shall define a class of functions which is closely related
to the class iFa. We say a regular function ]\z) is in §a if f(z) is regular in

E,f(0) = 0 = /'(0) - 1, and if it satisfies the condition
(5.1)

Re [(1 - a)f(z)/z + af'(z)\ > 0

for z in E and for some a > 0. Then f(z) E §a if and only if zf'(z) E §a.
From Lemma 1 it follows that if /(z) G §a, then Re (f(z)/z) > 0 for z in
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E. On combining this fact
> 0 for z in E provided a
[8]. MacGregor [3] showed
\z\ < \/2 - 1. In Theorem

with (5.1) we see that/(z)
G §a gives Re (f'(z))
> 1. Functions of §a are univalent in E if a > 1
that the functions of the class % are univalent in
6 below we shall find sharp radius of univalence

ofSa,0<a<
1.
We shall require the following lemma in the proof of the next theorem.

Lemma2. Let P(z) and Q(z) be regular in E, P(0) = 0(0) = 1, ReP(z) > 0
and ReQ(z) > 1/2for z in E. Then Re(P(z) * Q(z)) >0forz
in E.
The above lemma is equivalent to a lemma of Nehari and Netanyahu [7].
The following lemma is a simple consequence of the above lemma.

Lemma 2'. Let P(z) and Q(z) be regular in E, P(0) = Q(0) = 1, ReP(z)
> Qforz in E, and Reß(z) > 1/2 for z in \z\ < p (0 < p < 1). Then

Re(P(z) * Q(z)) > 0
for z in \z\ < p.
Theorem 6. Let 0 < a < 1 andf(z) G §a. Thenf\z) is univalent and satisfies
Re/'(z) > 0 in \z\ < r0, where r0 is the smallest positive root of the equation

(5.2,

Î-W.^-,)^^*.,

where c = 1/a. This result is sharp.

Proof. Let/(z) G §a. Then it is easy to see that there exists a function P(z)
which is regular in E and satisfies the conditions P(0) = 1 and Re P(z) > 0
for z in E such that

(5.3)

f(z) = zP(z) * k(z)

where k(z) is defined by (4.2). On differentiating both sides of (5.3) with
respect to z we obtain

f'(z) = P(z) * g(z),
where

(5.4)

g(z) = k'(z) = T^-z-c(c-

l)z-<£ f^d!.

Powers in (5.4) are meant as principal values. The function g(z) is regular for

z in E, g(0) = 1 and

2*w-1 - Hi+2* - 0X1'c~'[Hi - rhz]dtIt is easy to see that for \z\ = r, 0 < r < 1,
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2 Re(g(z))- 1 > \=± - 2c(c- I)£ f^^f

= ^L^-Mc-i)f'TÇV^
1+ r
v
' Jo 1 + tr
Therefore Re (g(z)) > Vi in \z\ < r0 where r0 is the smallest positive root of
(5.2). The theorem now follows from Lemma 2'.

The function

f0(z)= 2k(z)- 1 - z + „=2
S c _2fi -t- n
is obtained on putting P(z) = (1 + z)/(l - z) in (5.3). Therefore f0(z) is in §a.
For this function/ó(-/"0) = 0. This shows that the above result is sharp.
The author is grateful to Professor Vikramaditya Singh for his encouragement during the prepration of this paper.
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